Abstract:
tograph observations suggest that the solar polar magnetic field is also ∼ 2 -3 times weaker. The launch of STEREO in late 2006 provided additional incentive to examine the origins of what is observed at 1 AU in the recent cycle, with the OMNI data base at the NSSDC available as an Earth/L1 baseline for comparisons. Here we focus on the year 2007 when the solar corona exhibited large, long-lived mid-to-low latitude coronal holes and polar hole extensions observed by both SOHO and STEREO imagers. STEREO provides in situ measurements consistent with rigidly corotating solar wind stream structure at up to ∼ 45°he-liolongitude separation by late 2007. This stability justifies the use of magnetogram-based steady 3D solar wind models to map the observed high speed winds back to their coronal sources. We apply the WSA solar wind model currently running at the NOAA Space Weather Prediction Center with the expectation that it should perform its best at this quiet time. The model comparisons confirm the origins of the observed high speed streams expected from the solar images, but also reveal uncertainties in the solar wind source mapping associated with this cycle's weaker solar polar fields. Overall, the results illustrate the importance of having accurate polar fields in synoptic maps used in solar wind forecast models. At the most fundamental level, they demonstrate the control of the solar polar fields over the high speed wind sources, and thus one specific connection between the solar dynamo and the solar wind character.
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Introduction
The launch of the Solar Terrestrial Relations Observatory (STEREO) twin spacecraft in October 2006 provided a new set of multipoint solar wind measurements that can be used to understand the coronal sources of the solar wind, at a time when it is expected to be exceptionally stable and traceable. Previous observations of ∼ 27 day periodicities in interplanetary plasma and field features during the declining phases of solar cycles have suggested that slowly evolving conditions of the coronal field topology produce a nearly rigidly corotating solar wind structure at these times. The quasi-steady conditions occur in spite of the continuing emergence of some late cycle active regions and the ongoing redistribution and decay of previously emerged photospheric magnetic fields. From a space weather perspective, the associated corotating high speed streams are known to underlie enhancements in the Earth's relativistic magnetospheric electron populations, and recurrent small to moderate geomagnetic storms through the stream interaction regions they produce (e.g. Baker et al., 1997) .
Since late January 2007 the STEREO spacecraft have been separating from one another at a rate of ∼ 45°year −1 . This has allowed us to observe the near-ecliptic solar wind at 1 AU at increasing distances from the upstream (L1) location where conditions affecting Earth are routinely monitored. Here we focus on a ∼ 10 month period from the first year of STEREO measurements, with the OMNI data base (King and Papatashvilii, 1994) providing L1 comparisons, toward understanding the character of the late declining phase solar wind.
Of particular interest in this study are the effects of the weak solar polar magnetic fields of this cycle on the solar wind structure. Two recent papers describe some apparent differences from the previous cycle declining phase seen in Ulysses measurements of the interplanetary magnetic field (Smith and Balogh, 2008) and the solar wind mass flux (McComas et al., 2008 ). An accompanying paper by Lee et al. (2009) investigates the nature of the weaker interplanetary magnetic field seen in the ecliptic this cycle. The present analysis considers the complementary subject of the sources of the related high speed streams and the possible influence of the weak solar polar fields.
We first show the STEREO Ahead and Behind solar wind and interplanetary field observations from 10 Carrington Rotations (2052 Rotations ( -2062 in 2007 together with the OMNI L1 data. Their similarities illustrate how well the assumption of steady corotating structure is adhered to over baselines of up to ∼ 45°(also see Simunac et al., 2009) , justifying the use of steady models of the corona and solar wind to interpret the data. We then apply the solar magnetogram-based potential field source surface (PFSS) model (e.g. Altschuler and Newkirk, 1969) to investigate the inferred coronal open field sources of the high speed streams. The WSA (Wang -Sheeley -Arge) coupled PFSS and steady solar wind model (Arge and Pizzo, 2000) , based on daily updating solar magnetic field synoptic maps, is then used to map the outflows from the corona to 1 AU. The comparisons with in situ observations reveal features of both the solar wind sources and the models. In particular they illustrate the challenges faced by models even at times when the solar wind is ostensibly at its best-behaved phase, as well as the control of the solar polar magnetic field over the sources that produce the high speed winds.
STEREO and OMNI Observations of the Solar Wind and Its Sources
The STEREO observations described here were obtained from February through October 2007, when the STEREO Ahead (-A) and Behind (-B) spacecraft were in their heliocentric orbits between the positions shown in Figures 1(a) and (b). Corresponding OMNI data were obtained from Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE) and WIND near the L1 point, approximately midway between the two STEREO spacecraft. The heliolongitude separation of each STEREO spacecraft from the Earth increases approximately 22.5°year −1 . Although the STEREO spacecraft deviate slightly from 1.0 AU and from the ecliptic plane, these deviations are considered negligible for the purposes of this study of large scale features. As mentioned above, the period investigated corresponds to Carrington Rotations (CR) 2052 to 2062. Only a few Earth-directed coronal mass ejections (CMEs) with detected ICMEs (Interplanetary CMEs) occurred during this time, the most significant in the third week of May during CR 2056 (see Li et al., 2008; Kilpua et al., 2009) .
Two investigations on STEREO provide the main in situ solar wind observations: Plasma and Suprathermal Ion Composition (PLASTIC) (Galvin et al., 2008) measures the plasma ion moments, while the In situ Measurements of Particles and CME Transients (IMPACT) measures the interplanetary magnetic field and the plasma electrons. The STEREO data are available through website links at the Stereo Science Center (http://stereo-ssc.nascom.nasa.gov), while the OMNI data can be downloaded from the National Space Science Data Center (http://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov). The OMNI plasma moments for this period are based either on ACE SWEPAM or WIND SWE measurements (described by McComas et al., 1998 and Ogilvie et al., 1995, respectively) , with the magnetic fields mainly from the ACE magnetometer (e.g. Smith et al., 1998) . For the present study the ion velocity and magnetic field polarity are the primary quantities used for source mapping.
Figures 2(a -c) provide an overview of the STEREO-A and B observations of the magnetic field magnitude and radial component at 10 minute resolution, and the plasma bulk velocity, compared to the corresponding hourly OMNI data. Carrington Rotations are separated by vertical lines. The velocities (Figure 2 heliospheric current sheet (e.g. Gosling et al., 1978) . These observations reinforce the idea that when solar activity is low, the solar wind evolves in a quasi-steady manner, such that particular streams can be followed, sometimes for months, at a fixed heliospheric location, They can also be recognized at other heliospheric longitudes if appropriate corotation lead times or delays are taken into account (e.g. Simunac et al., 2009) . This slow evolution is key to the ability to use models for source identification/mapping as described below.
The prevailing solar sources of the solar wind observed by STEREO and at L1 in 2007 are seen in the EUV images from SOHO EIT (Delaboudiniere et al., 1997) and STEREO SECCHI-EUVI (Howard et al., 2008) panels in Figure 3 are described below.) The solar wind sources in these images are the dark regions on the disks corresponding to open field regions or coronal holes. For a simple dipolar field corona, two polar coronal holes provide the entire heliosphere with solar wind (e.g. Pneuman and Kopp, 1971) . However, the presence of active regions at low to midlatitudes introduces higher order moments of the coronal field, and with these come a more complex distribution of open field regions that changes as the solar cycle progresses (e.g. Luhmann et al., 2002) . The Earth's solar wind on average maps to source regions about 45 -60°to the right (West in the solar imaging convention) of the central meridian, but the source latitude can vary greatly and include low latitude open field regions at some heliolongitudes, polar coronal hole extensions at others, and the edges of the polar coronal holes at yet other locations as the Sun rotates.
For the early months of 2007 two nearly diametrically opposed southern hemisphere coronal holes dominated the solar disk. The EUV synoptic map in Figure 4 
Source Mapping with Models
A relatively simple description of the coronal topology is provided by Potential Field Source Surface (PFSS) models of the coronal magnetic field (e.g. see the review by Schatten, 1999) . PFSS models provide a snapshot of the open coronal field regions, the generally presumed sources of fast solar wind, based on a synoptic map of the observed photospheric magnetic field and the assumption that the coronal field is current free between the photospheric inner boundary and a spherical outer boundary or source surface. The radius of the source surface, together with the multipolar field content of the photospheric boundary map, determine where the model's open fields occur, making the construction of an accurate map from full disk magnetograms a critical part of its successful use (e.g. see Arge and Pizzo, 2000) . Investigations using the PFSS model find the best source surface location for describing most observations is located at ∼ 2.5 solar radii, although values between ∼ 1.6 and 3.25 solar radii are sometimes adopted. While the current-free and spherical source surface assumptions can be challenged on a physical basis, especially in the vicinity of the he- liospheric current sheet and around active regions, PFSS models have stood the test of time and applications to many problems requiring realistic large scale coronal field descriptions. In particular, they have been shown to describe many of the gross morphological features of coronal rays in white light eclipse and coronagraph images and the dark coronal holes in X-ray and EUV images, and to reproduce the observed sector structure or polarity of the heliospheric magnetic field when mapped outward (Hoeksema, Wilcox, and Scherrer, 1983; Hoeksema and Scherrer, 1984) . One expects the period around solar minimum to be a partic-ularly good cycle phase to apply the PFSS model, although a nearly flat heliospheric current sheet may occur at that time, making detailed ecliptic plane comparisons especially sensitive to field boundary conditions or mapping errors.
Examples of the photospheric footpoints of open field regions derived from PFSS models corresponding to the EUV images in Figure 3 are shown at the far right. These particular models are based on GONG magnetograms from the National Solar Observatory, but other magnetic field maps produce the same basic results. In contrast to the traditional PFSS models derived from full Carrington Rotation synoptic maps, the models shown here are updated once or more a day by merging the latest full disk magnetogram into the synoptic map (e.g. Arge and Pizzo, 2000 discuss this process). The model results give insight into the coronal context of the observed open magnetic field regions, their magnetic polarity (red and green areas for outward and inward fields, respectively), and on the largest scale closed field arcade that identifies the helmet streamer belt (blue field lines) -the source of the coronal rays and the heliospheric current sheet base. They also suggest that the coronal field, though largely free of significant active regions, was more complex than a simple dipole, or even a tilted dipole, the 'typical' solar minimum coronal field. The topology of the helmet streamer in early 2007 is affected by a substantial quadrupolar contribution to the solar magnetic field. Even when a more dipolar helmet streamer belt appears later in 2007, there are other closed field regions (so-called pseudostreamers (Wang, Sheeley, and Rich, 2007) rooted in the white areas outside the helmet streamer belt) that complicate the coronal open/closed field boundaries at mid-high latitudes.
The WSA model (Arge and Pizzo, 2000) determines near-ecliptic solar wind sources by extrapolating open PFSS model fields into the ecliptic plane with the aid of a Schatten current sheet model (see Schatten, 1999) in the region between the source surface and ∼ 20 solar radii (Rs). A modified version of an empirical formula developed by Wang and Sheeley (1990a) is applied to create a description of initial solar wind velocities at 20 Rs based on the divergence of the modeled open coronal magnetic field between the source surface and photosphere. The model velocities are then extrapolated to the ecliptic at 1 AU via a modified kinematic approach described by Arge and Pizzo (2000) that takes stream interactions into account. This empirical model has been further tuned by comparing it to several solar cycles of measured solar wind velocities and interplanetary field polarities, its two outputs. Considering its semi-empirical construction based on the statistics of speeds in earlier cycles, and its simplified physics and assumptions, this model sometimes does a remarkable job of reproducing the time series of velocities during periods of undisturbed or even moderately disturbed solar wind (Arge and Pizzo, 2000; Lee et al., 2008) .
Source mapping to the ecliptic using the WSA model based on Mt. Wilson Observatory magnetic field maps are shown in Figure 5 hole that was located in the vicinity of an old cycle active region. However, in this case the corresponding model in Figure 5 WSA model PFSS boundary condition. Considerable differences in model agreement can be seen by inspection of the time series for the two periods. The early 2007 model generally reproduces the major high speed streams and field polarities in the measurements, but the later 2007 period fails to capture the details of the observed stream structure. Moreover, the model field polarities in the latter case exhibit fewer sector boundary crossings than the data. The reasons can be related to the source mapping results in Figure 5(a, b) . It was noted above that in early 2007 the ecliptic plane maps mainly to the southern midlatitude coronal holes present at the time, while in late 2007 it maps at least half the time to the polar (a) coronal hole edges. The PFSS model framework can provide insight into how the coronal field determines which sources prevail.
As discussed by Arge and Pizzo (2000) and others, polar field corrections to synoptic maps constructed from full-disk magnetograms are necessary due to the poor (and changing) visibility of the Sun's polar regions from Earth. The PFSS models show us that the areas and shapes of the open field regions are sensitive to the combination of the polar field strength, the active region field strengths and distribution, and the effective source surface radius. If the source surface radius is not significantly varying, e.g. due to an overall change in the heating and/or energetics of the corona, and the active region field contributions are 
Influence of This Cycle's Solar Polar Field
It has already been pointed out in the literature (e.g. Smith and Balogh, 2008 ) that this cycle's photospheric field is characterized by polar fields 2 -3 times weaker than at this phase of the previous two cycles (also see Lee et al., 2009) . McComas et al. (2008) analyzed the solar wind mass flux seen on the most recent Ulysses polar pass and found it to be less than the previous solar minimum pass mass flux by about 20%. Most of this decrease appears to be associated with lower densities rather than lower speeds. The authors also found similar changes in both L1 data and at low heliolatitudes, indicating a global rather than high latitude effect. These observations have increased interest in the role of the solar polar magnetic field on the structure of the heliosphere, as well as its implications for solar wind and interplanetary field characteristics. STEREO-A and -B data in Figure 7 (b) demonstrates that the recent speed distribution is not unique to the L1 perspective or to the instrumentation and data processing method. The latest period (right panel, Figure 7 (a)) has nearly four years of consistently flat distributions with high speed tails while the two previous cycles had only about two such years. This difference could be simply due to the longer duration of the present cycle declining phase. Indeed, the speed distributions from the early years of the two previous cycle periods, isolated in Figure 7 (c), have characteristics similar to the latest cases. However, as will be suggested below, the weak polar fields of this cycle may also contribute. Luhmann et al. (2002) used the PFSS model to visualize the evolution of solar wind sources over ∼ 2.5 solar cycles, using Mt. Wilson Observatory archived synoptic maps at the inner model boundary. In Figure 8 (a) we extend their plot of the model coronal holes in a time-series constructed by reversing Carrington Rotation maps of the computed coronal holes and stringing them together. Figure 8(b) shows sunspot number on the same timeline, with starting times for the years marked by vertical lines, including the years analyzed in Figure 7 (a) (blue lines). Altogether, this display shows the difference between the (modeled, and from selected image comparisons, also observed) coronal holes for the current declining phase compared to the two previous cycles. The open field regions in the previous two cycle declining phases were dominated by polar holes and their extensions. In contrast, the current cycle declining phase has a persistent mid-low latitude band of open field regions. contrasting colors the specific model footpoints connecting to low ecliptic latitudes. These mappings most closely represent the sources affecting the OMNI and STEREO data. The major contribution of the persistent mid-low latitude coronal hole sources to this cycle's declining phase solar wind distinguishes it from its predecessors. Whether this difference affects the observed speed distributions of this cycle is addressed below.
The reason for this cycle's different polar field is thought to be the slower meridional flows inferred from surface feature tracking (e.g. Hathaway, 2008) . Solar dynamo models based on the flux transport concept (e.g. Wang and Sheeley, 1990b) suggest that a net poleward motion of weak solar surface fields seen in observations is part of a hemispheric Hadley-cell like circulation pattern that returns the cycle's emerged magnetic flux to the base of the convection zone. This large-scale motion, coupled with supergranular diffusion of the fields and apparent cancellation of opposing fluxes brought into contact, determines how the observed flux from emerged active regions both decays and is redistributed to form the large scale quiet Sun field. For yet unknown reasons this cycle exhibits a slower poleward migra- tion of the fields (e.g. Schrijver and Liu, 2008) , which thus have more time to diffusively decay as positive and negative fields interact. The result is weaker polar fields that should in turn affect the next solar activity cycle, but they may also be affecting the ecliptic solar wind sources at this time.
An experiment can be done with the PFSS and WSA models to approximate the consequences of a weaker polar field on this cycle's solar wind. Figure 10 shows PFSS model ecliptic field source mapping for Carrington Rotation (CR) 2051, from early 2007, based on Mt. Wilson magnetograms, compared to a similar mapping when the axial dipole contribution to the spherical harmonic coefficients is increased by threefold. The result of the actual (weaker) polar fields (top panel) is a significantly more important contribution of the midlatitude coronal holes and polar hole extension to the mapped ecliptic solar wind than may otherwise have occurred.
In the WSA model, the polar field corrections applied to the synoptic maps are based on the analysis of the full disk magnetograms from the previous two solar cycles (Arge and Pizzo, 2000) . To test the above hypothesis, we ran the WSA model for the recent period using specially prepared synoptic maps wherein the polar fields were either reduced by threefold, or increased by threefold. These runs were made by carefully altering the original maps to ensure that the adjustments to the polar fields did not introduce any monopoles or other undesirable behavior. The alterations were restricted to latitudes above ∼ 30°, where they were introduced with a latitude dependence that smoothly increased towards the poles. The revised model speed statistics for the period under study, compared to the original model statistics, are shown in Figure 11 . As might have been anticipated from the PFSS model experiment in Figure 10 , the speed histogram becomes flatter and develops a more prominent high speed wing in the weakest polar field WSA model for two reasons. First, the weaker polar fields make the low-midlatitude coronal holes larger. Second, the ecliptic more often maps deep inside the midlatitude open field sources. Although they are not a perfect match to the observed speed distributions in Figure 7 , the trends in Figure 11 agree with the differences between the previous cycles and the latest cycle. Thus the present cycle declining phase and early minimum Sun may be producing more high speed solar wind than would have occurred had the solar polar field been similar to previous cycles. This is an interesting example of how the solar dynamo can have significant 1 AU effects beyond the occurrence rates of flares and CMEs.
Conclusions
The new availability of STEREO solar wind measurements for investigating quiet solar wind behavior and testing currently used models of the solar wind prompted the present analyses of the cycle 23 declining phase and early minimum period. The results may have The dark blue field lines are part of the helmet streamer belt and the green line is the magnetic neutral line on the source surface of the model. The cyan field lines are those that map to the equatorial plane, approximately locating the ecliptic solar wind sources. In the top panel the polar dipolar field contribution is as observed. In the bottom panel it is increased by a factor of three to more closely resemble its magnitude in the two previous solar cycles. A consequence of the weaker polar field is that the source mapping is to the low-mid latitude open field regions rather than to the polar hole edges and extensions. The weak polar field also reduces the polar hole size relative to the mid-low latitude coronal holes.
implications for future measurements and modeling. First, the longitude-separated multipoint measurements, supported by the OMNI data base mid-point measurements at L1, are qualitatively consistent with the idea of corotation of quasi-steady solar wind structures at this quiet time of the solar cycle over a heliolongitude baseline of at least up to 45°. This justifies the use of the STEREO-B spacecraft for L1 solar wind prediction purposes (e.g. Biesecker, Webb, and St. Cyr, 2008) , although the increasing separation, coupled with the expected increase in speed of the solar magnetic field evolution on the rising phase of cycle 24 will eventually modify this conclusion. The model comparisons on the other hand suggest that ecliptic solar wind source mappings at this time are sensitive to the accuracy of the polar field corrections used in the model synoptic maps. For the early portion of 2007, when the source mappings were mainly to large southern hemisphere midlatitude holes, the WSA model of the stream structures and speeds agreed with the observations better than in the later portion of 2007, when the polar hole edge sources dominated the model mappings. The PFSS and WSA models were used to suggest a possible role played by the unusually weak solar polar fields. In particular, the models suggest that the observed persistent excess of high speed winds this cycle may be due in part to the weak polar fields. These results emphasize the importance of knowing the Sun's polar fields for understanding and predicting the solar wind. Finally, they illustrate one important way in which the solar dynamo measurably affects the quiet solar wind.
